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Ø Unicast 
v Delivering a packet to a single receiver 

Ø Anycast 
v Delivering a packet to one interface of a set of receivers 

Ø Multicast 
v Delivering a packet to a set of receivers 

Ø Broadcast 
v Delivering a packet to all receivers
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Basic Concepts
• Line Configuration
• Topology
• Transmission Mode
• Categories of Networks
• Internetworks



 

Line configuration refers to the way two or more communication devices attach 
to a link

Line configuration



Point-to-Point Line Configuration

In telecommunications, a point-to-point connection refers to a 
communications connection between two nodes or endpoints



Point-to-Point Line Configuration



Point-to-Point Line Configuration



Multipoint Line Configuration

point-to-multipoint communication is communication 
which is accomplished via a distinct type of one-to-
many connection, providing multiple paths from a 
single location to multiple locations



 

Network Topology
Topology defines the physical or logical arrangement of links in a network

Peer-to-peer:

Devices share the 
link equally

Primary-Secondary:

One device control traffic 
and others must transmit 
through link



Mesh Topology

n(n-1)/2 physical channels to 
link n devices

Every device must have n-1 I/O ports
A mesh network is a network topology in 
which each node relays data for the 
network. All mesh nodes cooperate in the 
distribution of data in the network.



ØAdvantages:
vEach connection can carry its own data thus 

eliminating the traffic problems
vA mesh topology is robust
vPrivacy or security
vFault identification and isolation are easy

ØDisadvantages:
vLarge amount of cabling and I/O ports required
vInstallation and configuration are difficult
vMore expensive

Mesh Topology



Star Topology

This consists of a central node, to which all 
other nodes are connected; this central node 
provides a common connection point for all 
nodes through a hub. In star topology, 
every node (computer workstation or any 
other peripheral) is connected to a central 
node called a hub or switch.



Ø Advantages:
v Less expensive than mesh topology and robust
v Each device need one link and one I/O port
v Installation and reconfiguration, fault identification and isolations 

are easy
v Less cabling need to be housed
v Additions, moves, and deletions involve only one connection

Ø Disadvantages:
v Each node must be linked to a central hub
v More cabling is required in a star than other topologies (tree, ring 

or bus)

Star Topology



Tree Topology

Hub

Hub

Hub

Active

Advantages and disadvantages of tree topology are 
generally same as those of star

Allow more 
devices to attach

Allow network to isolate 
and prioritize comm.



Bus Topology

§Number of taps is limited

§Distance between taps is minimum 
due to loss of energy from tap to tap

§Fault isolation and reconfiguration is 
difficult

§Easy Installation

§Less cabling than star, mesh or tree

Bus Topology. Alternatively referred 
to as a line topology, a bus 
topology is a network setup in which 
each computer and network device 
are connected to a single cable or 
backbone.



Ring Topology

Relatively easy installation and 
reconfiguration

Fault isolation is simple

Unidirectional traffic can be a 
disadvantage

Fault isolation is simple

In Ring Topology, all the 
nodes are connected to 
each-other in such a way 
that they make a closed 
loop. 



Hybrid Topology

A hybrid topology is always 
produced when two different 
basic network topologies are 
connected
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Simplex

Simplex communication is a communication channel that sends 
information in one direction only.



Half-Duplex

Half-duplex data transmission means that data can be transmitted in 
both directions on a signal carrier, but not at the same time.



Full-Duplex

Full-duplex data transmission means that data can be transmitted in 
both directions on a signal carrier at the same time



 



Local Area Network

A local area network (LAN) is a telecommunications or computer 
network that interconnects computers within a limited area such as a 
residence, school, laboratory, or office building.



Local Area Network



Metropolitan Area Network

A metropolitan area network (MAN) is 
a telecommunications or computer 
network larger than a local area 
network, covering an area of a few 
city blocks to the area of an entire 
city, possibly also including the 
surrounding areas



Wide Area Network

A wide area network (WAN) is a 
telecommunications network or 
computer network that extends 
over a large geographical 
distance. 



Internetwork 
(Internet)

a global telecommunications or computer network providing a variety of 
information and communication facilities, consisting of interconnected 
networks using standardized communication protocols
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